Australia’s
CEO survey 2017
Key areas companies should consider for
long-term, sustainable success
XX CEO confidence in growth is back!

XX Regain trust? Be more human

Globally and especially in Australia but is this justified and
what are the watch-outs, blindspots and successes?

CEOs say trust in business is at an all-time low. Brave
human leadership is essential to restoring trust in business.
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How confident are you about your
company’s prospects for revenue growth
over the next 12 months?
In the next 12 months, there is a plan for upward growth

In the next 12 months

Up
93% of Australian CEO’s are planning for
organic growth to drive corporate growth
or profitability.
(Globally 79%)

60% plan for new M&A in order to drive
corporate growth or profitability

*Note for 2016 the questions is “How concerned if at all, are you about the lack of trust in your industry?”

XX It’s the end of HR as we know it
Companies have a window of opportunity to rethink
and redesign the way they employ, manage and interact
with people.

(Global 41%)

48% plan an increase in headcount in their
company. Up from 43% 2016
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XX The missing piece of the cyber and
robotics revolution
Australian CEOs are starting to harness robotics,
automation and artificial intelligence. CEOs are happy to
embrace these innovations, but on the other fail to see the
risks involved.

80%

of Australian CEOS’ are extremely/
somewhat concerned about cyber threats

XX Reconnect with your customers (and
your employees): the competition’s only a
click away
Delivering a superior customer experience in a digital
world means more than having a great content, channel
or e-commerce strategy. Customer experience is the new
battleground.

So how are
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CEOs doing?
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Ceo’s are planning to capitalise on new opportunities

XX Avoiding Asia is not sustainable
If companies want to be part of the growth story of this
century, they need to get serious about developing Asiaspecific strategies, and making those strategies work.
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Which cities do you consider most
important for your organisation’s
overall growth prospects over the
next 12 months?
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Explore more www.pwc.com/ceoausurvey2017
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